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PROJECT UPDATE


Two tower cranes have been erected at the Learning &
Teaching Hub site. The driver sits 42m from the ground and the
crane reaches 86m when fully extended vertically.



Drainage works are underway this month at the site boundary
to University Avenue. Once complete this will allow for the
removal of the traffic management on University Avenue.



The main activity at site will be concrete pouring at all three
cores. These will rise vertically every two weeks until they are
six storeys high.





Hoarding and green screens will be installed outside the Boyd
Orr Building at University Avenue. This is part of a research
project in collaboration with the University of Glasgow into the
impacts of green screens versus traditional hoarding on air
quality and rainwater runoff.
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Early works are underway in the Western Campus at the
Beatson Building.
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ISSUE NO 5

SUSTAINABILITY AT THE CAMPUS
DEVELOPMENT

 Green roof to be installed as part of the permanent L&TH structure
 Green Hoarding trial to research impacts on air and water run-off on University
Avenue
 Non-greenfield site – reuse of brownfield site resulting in minimal ecological impact
 Construction work coordinated to minimise impact on bird breeding season
 Targeting BREEAM rating “Excellent”
 Tree Protection Measures in place around site boundary

FemEng Site Visit

Woodlands Community Garden

The Multiplex University of Glasgow Campus
The FemEng Society are a group of multi-disciplinary
female engineering students at the University of Glasgow Development project team spent the afternoon
volunteering at the Woodlands Community Garden.
Multiplex hosted the society at the Learning & Teaching
“It was great to have you over and you all did a brilliant
Hub site, to learn about the project, the engineering
job in the garden and along West Princes St, I’m glad
works and to experience a live construction site.
you got a proper sunny day for your visit. Please pass
“It was an extremely interesting visit and thanks to
on my thanks to everyone, their efforts are much
Multiplex for being so informative. We are excited to see appreciated by all at Woodlands.” Jerry Hutchinson,
the progress of the new Learning and Teaching Hub and Woodlands Community Garden
look forward to using it one day!“

